
Financial Considerations Impacting Return on Investment

Understand the financial impact of insourcing 
versus outsourcing – insourcing typically has a 
higher start-up cost and requires consistent 
volume to be cost effective while outsourcing 
costs are variable based on work volume. 

Solution: There is no perfect one-size-fits-all model, so 
understand your unique needs and build a model that 
meets those needs

Understand the outsourcing pricing models in 
the market. 

Solution: Know how the pricing elements impact overall 
project cost

• Line Item Pricing – Individual rates associated with 

different services provided during the discovery process 

 – Allows for a-la-carte pricing and flexibility where 

 providers and services can be mixed and matched

 – Gives you ability to negotiate specific pricing elements  

 that make sense for the project and compare pricing 

  across vendors for specific line items 

 – Avoids the potential for hidden costs

 – Costs can be unpredictable based on actual project  

 needs and potential scope changes

 – Use particular vendors for specific tasks to achieve  

 the lowest cost for the task

  	 It can be difficult to compare apples to apples; 

  vendors may use same terminology but include 

  different things in each pricing element

• Provide the same scenario in your RFP and ask 

vendor to bid on that particular scenario

  		Project management time could be driven higher by 

 having to manage multiple vendors

  		Reaggregating work product adds complexity

• Flat-Rate Pricing – Can be per custodian, per gigabyte, 

per document, etc. All-in costs are designed to cover 

all services
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Insourcing and Outsourcing Discovery Tasks: 
Lessons in Adding Value & Minimizing Risk

 – All-in pricing provides more predictability but may 

 not be suited for all projects

 – If the assumptions made at the start of the project are 

 incorrect, the price could vary significantly from  

 line-item pricing model (i.e., an investigation with no  

 production could be more expensive in an all-in model) 

 because production costs are baked into all-in pricing

 – If using per document flat-rate pricing, define what 

 that means

  	 The document count is significantly greater on a 

  collection level prior to de-duplication

• Subscription Pricing – Flat fee price per month regardless 

of services used

 – Generally a fixed amount of reusable capacity



The total cost of ownership can far exceed the 
initial estimated cost.

Solution: Know and include other costs needed to 
effectively deploy technology

• IT infrastructure build-out

• Staff resources to manage the technology

• Staffing turnover

• Certifications and training for staff resources

• Future licensing fees

• Obsolescence and upgrade costs

• Cost of handling projects that do not fit that 

technology or model

• Ebbs and flows in utilization due to inconsistent 

distribution of work over time

• Risk associated with insourcing or outsourcing 

the work

Continuing ROI analysis is only as strong as the 
metrics you track.  If your model does not provide 
for tracking metrics across matters and service 
providers, then your ROI analysis will be lacking.

Solution: Identify the metrics you will need to evaluate 
ROI and utilize a process to track those metrics

• Create and track metrics across service providers

 – Include a provision regarding metrics tracking in 

 your template MSA 

• Track efficiencies gained in outside counsel spend 

where repeatable processes are deployed

• Create and track metrics regarding discovery

 – Cost of reaggregating work product 

 – Documents collected

 – Documents produced

 – Documents on privilege log

 – Number of custodians

 – Amount of data culled by search terms or other 

 technology 

 – Data processed

 – Data hosted

Technology integration and workflow innovation 
are more effective at reducing cost than low rates.

Solution: Have service providers explain how they will 
complete the work and provide total project cost, in 
addition to providing their hourly rates, for a better 
“apples to apples” comparison

• While many service providers offer document review 

at low hourly rates, they tend to review many more 

documents rather than using analytics and technology 

to augment and focus human review

• A service provider using the right process and 

technology may deliver more services for less money, 

even though it has higher rates

Anticipate that individual projects may experience 
“scope creep” and cost more than your forecast.

Solution: Build models or solutions that can scale

• Example: A project may start out with a limited scope 

and volume, but a year later it may multiply in scope 

and volume, and the workflow or service provider that 

could have handled the smaller project may not have 

technology or expertise to handle the larger project

Projects will cost more than you expect, especially 
when there is not a defined budget and budget 
tracking process in place.

Solution: Require budgets at the start of projects and 
periodic updates

Effectively reaggregating work product creates 
friction throughout the project lifecycle and gets 
exponentially more expensive in service models 
where there is a lack of leadership and structure.  

Solution: Focus on organization, project management 
discipline, training, technology and innovation
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Understand that efficiency requires finding the 
right timekeeper for each task.

Solution: Avoid limiting the number of timekeepers on a 
matter (particularly among lower cost timekeepers) and 
focus instead on how tasks are distributed across the 
timekeepers

Advancements in technology will limit the useful 
life of your technology investment.

Solution: Understand a technology’s useful life at the 
outset and have a plan for supporting legacy matters and 
migrating matters to a new technology

Consider ways to reduce risk and cost of insurance 
coverage under the various models. 

Solution: Require providers to demonstrate insurance 
coverage
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For more information about Orrick’s legal 
service delivery models, our eDiscovery and  
Information Governance Practice Group, and 
how we work to drive efficient and effective 
legal solutions, please contact: 

Disclaimer 

This publication is designed to provide Orrick clients and contacts with 
information they can use to more effectively manage their businesses 
and access Orrick’s resources. The contents of this publication are for 
informational purposes only. Neither this publication nor the lawyers who 
authored it are rendering legal or other professional advice or opinions on 
specific facts or matters. Orrick assumes no liability in connection with the 
use of this publication.
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